
ELECTROSTATICS

What do we think about when we think about electricity?

F Lightening during a thunderstorm

F a spark you get suddenly when rubbing your hand

across wool (ie. static electricity)

F the chemistry of ions and electrolytes

F the many chemical processes with living organisms

) the forces within and between atoms (protons and

electrons)

F electrical equipment like lights, motors, batteries,

telephones and radios

F the electrical tube (i.e. CRT) and transistor

(JFETTMOSFET)

F modern technology like television, radar, microwave

ovens, computers, cellular telephones, lasers, CD &

DVD players

These phenomena or technologies depend on the motion, or

MOBILITY, of electric charge - the moving charge is the

ELECTRON.
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What is an electron?

As we study electricity we shall learn about the many

interesting properties of the electron. The electron is.

ts a particle on no known size (it is infinitesimally small),

F a particle of fixed charge, and is

) a particle with a definite rest mass, (mo = 9.11 x 10-31

kg) but with a mass that increases the faster it

travels.

The word electron comes from the Greek word of the same

spelling which means "amber". The ancients knew that if
you rubbed amber with a cloth the amber attracts small

pieces of paper, wood or cloth.

This "amber effect" is what we now call static electricity or

ELECTROSTATICS. Electrostatics is the branch of science

concerned with electric charges at rest.
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The Mode-rn Science, of Eleqtroqtatics

The modern science of electrostatics began in England in

the 16th century. lt was then that the great English scientist

and physician Dr. William Gilbert (1544 1603)

experimented with electricity and magnetism.

Along with his scientific achievements, Dr. Gilbert was court

physician to Queen Elizabeth l, and a respected member of

the College of Physicians in London.

Gilbert studied both at Cambridge University in England, and

on the Continent. He was one of the first advocate's of the

Copernican view in England.

At his London house, where he possessed a large collection

of books, globes, instruments and minerals, Gilbert gathered

together friends interested in science.

This group, which held regular monthly meetings and

constituted an lnstitute, is now looked upon as the precursor

to the ROYAL SOCIETY of London.
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ln 1600 Gilbert published a book about magnetism that is

considered the first modern science book published in

Eng land.

The book, titled "On the Loadsfone and Magnetic Bodies and

on the Great Magnet the Earth" was widely read by other

scientists including Galileo, Kepler and later by Newton,

Halley and Faraday.

As a scientific work Gilbert's De Magnete, os it became

known, set a standard against which other scientific

discoveries could be compared. Using the inductive method

he perfected in his medical practice, Gilbert applied a

modern approach to his science (cause-effect).

Galileo, Kepler and later Newton wrote their great books in a

style and manner which borrowed from Dr. William Gilbert's

scientific method.
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Beginning in 1580 and continuing up until his death in 1603

Gilbert experimented with amber, glass and other materials

and discovered they could be ELECTRIFIED when rubbed

by certain fabrics.

An object which becomes "charged" due to a rubbing

process is said to possess a NET ELECTRIC CHARGE.

ln rubbing different materials together it was discovered that

there are two different types of charges:

> POSITIVE

> NEGATIVE

The naming of the two types of charges was set down by a

convention established by the American Scientist,

philosopher and statesman Benjamin Franklin (1 706-1 790).
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POSITIVE ELECTRIC CHARGE

Positive electric charge is the kind of charge on a glass rod

that has been electrified by rubbing with silk.
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Notice the rod has one charge while the silk has an equal

and opposite charge. We can also produce a positive

charge by rubbing acetate.

NEGATIVE ELECTRIC CHARGE

Negative electric charge is the kind of charge on hard rubber

that has been rubbed with cat's fur. We can also produce a

negative charge by rubbing vinyl. The rubber or vinyl

becomes negatively charged while an equal but opposite

charge is left behind on the fur.
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I NTERACTION BETWEEN CHARGES

Depending on their charge, objects will either attract or repel.

Repulsion. Each type of charge repels the same type:
..LIKE CHARGES REPEL"
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Attraction. Each type of charge attracts the opposite type:
-UNLIKE CHARGES ATTRACT".
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CHARGING AN OBJECT

An object can be charged either by contact or by induction

Chprqing an object by contact:

An object that is charged by contact has the same charge as

the charging rod.
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Notice that when the acetate strip touches the sphere the

mobile electrons are attracted to the acetate strip, the sphere

becomes charged with the same sign as the acetate strip.

Since in now has the same charge it is repelled.

++++++.+*++++++
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Charqinq by lnduction:

An object charged by induction has the opposite charge to

that of the charging rod.

lnduction gives us the opportunity to separate charges.
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Notice that one type of charge (positive or negative) is never

"produced" by itself.

You can also induce a charge on an object by grounding the

object for a split second and then removing the grounding.
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What happens when a charge is given to an object?

The charge resides on the surface of the object. lt also

distributes itself over the surface in a fashion that minimizes

the overall energy of the charge distribution.
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You can share charges between spheres by momentarily

touching a charged sphere with a sphere without charge.

The charge will then be equally distributed amongst the two

spheres.

Notice aftenruards the spheres repel each other because

they possess equal charges of the same type.

r
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Whether charge is produced by rubbing, by contact or by

induction, whenever a certain amount of charge is produced

on one body in a process, af, equal and opposite type of

charge is produced on another body.

Even in nuclear physics, when a particle is produced by a

highly energetic photon (also known as gamma rays) an

antiparticle of equal mass but opposite charge is also

produced.

A*tiparti*t*

The LA\A/ of CONSERVATION OF ELECTRIC CHARGE:

the net amount of charge produced in any process is zero.
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Detecting Chaqe

The easiest way is to use an ELECTROSCOPE, which is a

device specifically designed to detect electric charge.
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An electroscope works on the principle that like charges

repel. The two metal leaves become electrified with equal

charges and so repel. The rnore they repel the further apart

they become.
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